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This study explained the use of the statistical literacy process for prospective mathematics teachers in 

solving PISA model problems. The applied approach was a qualitative descriptive approach The 

researchers grouped the subjects into low, moderate, and high ability categories based on the previous 

academic test results. Then, the researchers collected the data from statistical literacy skill tests and 

interviews. The researchers analyzed the data by reducing, presenting, and drawing conclusions. In this 

research, the statistical literacy processes consisted of data orientation, data process, data interpretation, 

and data evaluation. The results showed that moderate and high categories students could focus on math 

problems. The evidence was the students understood the given information. The middle and high-category 

students had excellent statistical literacy processes. However, the high-category students could explain the 

statistical literacy process systematically and carefully. The high-category students could demonstrate their 

writing, implementing, and interpreting strategies of the obtained answers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mathematical literacy is the ability to formulate, apply, reason, and interpret mathematical concepts to 

solve problems in various contexts (Kusuma et al., 2022; Ojose, 2011; Stacey & Turner, 2015; Sudji et al., 

2020; Umbara & Suryadi, 2019). This literacy has three processes, starting formulating, applying, and 

interpreting. Mathematical literacy characteristics are observable from the implementation of mathematics 

concepts in various real-life contexts (Umbara & Suryadi, 2019). In Indonesia, mathematical literacy is an 

essential concern in education. The compiled curriculum includes mathematical literacy as a domain of 

knowledge and skills in teaching mathematics (Peraturan Menteri Pendidikan Dan Kebudayaan Republik 
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Indonesia Nomor 22 Tahun 2016, 2016). The results of the PISA (Program for International Student 

Assessment) assessment showed that Indonesian students’ have low mathematical literacy. In 2015 and 

2018, the PISA scores of Indonesian students’ mathematics literacy decreased from 386 to 397 (OECD, 

2018). In 2018, the rank of Indonesian students’ mathematics literacy was 72 out of 79 countries 

(Schleicher, 2019). These results showed the concern of mathematical literacy to solve.  

The International Student Assessment Program (PISA) is an international education assessment system 

sponsored by the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) that initially 

promoted the assessment in 2000 and carried out once in three years. The PISA assessment has three main 

focuses. They are reading (literacy), mathematical, and scientific (OECD, 2013; Schleicher, 2019). For 

mathematical literacy, specifically, the assessment description includes the components of reasoning 

abilities, such as using concepts, procedures, facts, and mathematical tools in describing, explaining, and 

predicting phenomena. The target includes students aged 15 years (OECD, 2013, 2018).  

The characteristics of the PISA problem consist of three components: content, context, and competence 

(Ahyan et al., 2014; Arfiana & Wijaya, 2018; Jailani et al., 2020; OECD, 2018). The content relates to the 

topics of the given material at school. Context refers to a real-life related condition, covering mathematical 

problems and mathematical thinking skills of the students. The students receive the context to solve 

mathematically, starting from social, work, and personal contexts. Competence refers to the student’s 

abilities to formulate, apply, and interpret mathematical ideas in solving problems. Two important contents 

of PISA problems in statistics are uncertainty and data (OECD, 2013, 2018). These contents require 

statistical theory, problem analysis, and an excellent understanding of uncertainty and data to solve the 

problems. 

In most life contexts, statistics play an important role, including science (Jalajakshi & Myna, 2022) and 

educational (Takaria & Talakua, 2018). As a part of science, statistics discusses data collection, data 

process, data presentation, and data interpretation in the forms of graphs and tables (François et al., 2013; 

Hafiyusholeh et al., 2018). Statistical learning consists of building knowledge, direct and repeated practice, 

and providing evaluation (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2004). Therefore, statistics become the center of the 

curriculum starting from basic schools until the university level (Batanero et al., 2011; Budgett & 

Pfannkuch, 2010; Callingham & Watson, 2017; J. Watson, 2013).  

At the basic school level, the main focus of statistics is computation instead of statistical literacy (Tarr 

et al., 2006). Unfortunately, students encountered difficulty in understanding statistical data and applying 

statistics in everyday life (Schield, 2004; Verhoeven, 2006). On the other hand, outside of schools, every 

individual must have statistical literacy. This literacy refers to the capabilities of understanding, 

interpreting, evaluating, and communicating statistical data and statistical data results (Gal, 2002, 2004, 

2019). Therefore, statistical literacy is essential and fundamental for statistical information understanding 

(Callingham & Watson, 2017; Ziegler & Garfield, 2018).  

The other perception of statistical literacy sees this literacy as transnumerative thinking. Chick and 

Pierce (2012) explain that statistical literacy, as transnumerative thinking, deals with understanding and 

unique data representation capabilities in daily life. Students not only increase their mathematical 

knowledge but must understand the context of the information to understand statistical information (J. M. 

Watson et al., 2007). Students with good statistical literacy skills can read, understand, and communicate 

information to others both in writing manner and verbally (Salinas-Vasquez, Varela, Martinez, et al., 2020). 

In Gould (2017) states that one part of statistical literacy is data literacy. According to Oceans of Data 

Institute (2015), a person with excellent data literacy can identify, collect, interpret, display, correct, and 

communicate data. 

In previous research, Utomo (2021) explained that the statistical literacy thinking process consisted of 

understanding the problem, processing data, and interpreting the data. Research by Callingham and Watson 

(2017) analyzed students’ statistical literacy understanding abilities in schools based on the statistical 

literacy level developed by Watson’s model. The results showed the statistical understanding literacy skills 

were at level 4 (consistently not critical). In Weiland (2017) defined critical statistical literacy as a 

combination of statistical and critical literacy. Sharma (2017) applied four stages to develop statistical 

literacy skills: informal, consistent non-critical, early critical, and advanced critical. 
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This research had a novelty in terms of the research focus, the statistical literacy process, which required 

data orientation, data processing, data interpretation, and evaluation. From the research background, the 

researchers formulated the problem into “What is the statistical literacy process for prospective mathematics 

teachers in solving PISA model problems?” 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

Research Design 

This descriptive qualitative research design described the stages of statistical literacy processes in 

solving PISA problems. This study analyzed the characteristics of each stage of the statistical literacy 

process in solving PISA problems. 

 

Participants and Data Collection 

The researchers collected the data from the first semester students of mathematics education, 32 

students. Then, the researchers took the sample with purposive sampling. The results were six students as 

the sample. After that, the researchers grouped the students into three two-member groups: low, moderate, 

and high ability. This procedure was useful to facilitate the research progress (Sukestiyarno, 2020). The 

researchers labeled the high-category subjects with S1 and S2, the moderate-category subjects with S3 and 

S4, and the low-category subjects with S5 and S6. In this research, the researchers did not implement 

specific treatment for students, before and after the study. 

The researchers collected the data with the PISA test for statistical material and interviews. The PISA 

statistical literacy test had three main aspects: content, context, and competence. The applied design for the 

test was to determine the statistical literacy process of students. Before implementing the test instrument, 

the researchers involved validators to examine and review the question items. After that, the researchers 

promoted a restricted test to ensure the validity and reliability of the test items. The second applied 

technique was an interview to collect related information about students’ statistical literacy stages. The 

researchers used an interview guide while the object of the interview was the written test text. 

 

Analyzing of Data 

The researchers analyzed the data by reducing, presenting, and concluding the data (Sukestiyarno, 

2020). In the data reduction process, the researchers selected, summarized, and focused on important 

information. In the data presentation, the researchers presented the student works of a statistical literacy 

test and the interview results. This step required the researchers to present the analyzed data and connected 

the data analysis with other research results. The last stage was – to conclude by comparing the data analysis 

results of the student literacy test results and interview results. After analyzing all data, the researchers 

ensured the data validity by applying technique triangulation, among the PISA statistical literacy ability 

test results, interviews, observations, and documentation (Bekhet & Zauszniewski, 2012; Renz et al., 2018). 

 

RESULT 

 

At the beginning of the research, the researchers provided the pretest of PISA statistical literacy skills. 

The test consisted of 10 multiple-choice question items. From the test results, the researchers grouped the 

students into high, moderate, and low categories. Then, the researchers formed three two-member groups. 

Table 1 describes the results of the initial PISA statistical literacy skill test for every respondent. 

The documents of the written test and the results of the in-depth interview described the thinking 

process of PISA’s statistical literacy skills. In this research, the statistical literacy thinking process consisted 

of four stages with a focus on problem orientation, data process, data interpretation, and data evaluation. 

Table 2 describes the characteristics of each stage of statistical literacy. 
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TABLE 1 

RECAPITULATION OF TEST RESULTS OF EACH RESPONDENT 

 

No Respondents Score Score Criteria Categories 

1 S1 90 80 ≤ Score ≤ 100 High 

S2 90 

2 S3 60 50 ≤ Score < 80 Moderate 

S4 60 

3 S5 40 0 ≤ Score < 50 Low 

S6 30 

 

TABLE 2 

STAGE OF STATISTICAL LITERACY PROCESS 

 

Stage Description 

Data Orientation a. Write down the known information in detail 

b. Explain the core of the problem 

Data Processing a. Write down the strategies used 

b. Use strategies to solve problems 

c. Write down detailed steps for solving problems 

Data Interpretation a. Writing conclusions 

b. Explaining the results of the analysis 

Evaluation Re-examine the results of their work and correct errors 

 

The following are the results of each respondent’s analysis of the PISA statistical literacy process.  

 

High Ability Student Group 

 

FIGURE 1 

S1 ANSWERS RESULTS 

 

 

Write down known 
information 

Write formulas and answers in 
detail 

Write down the conclusions 
obtained 
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Figure 1 shows the solving process of the given questions, about mean and median. In the beginning, 

S1 wrote the information about the female and male students’ numbers from 2017 to 2021. In the interview, 

S1 also explained the given problem. 

 

Q1: Explain what is the given problem in the question! 

 

S1: The given question is to determine the mean and median values. 

 

The respondent wrote the formula, dividing the total by the number of the data, to determine the 

average. The respondent also did the same thing in determining the median value. The respondent sorted 

the data from the smallest to the largest and put an arrow in the middle to show the median value. In the 

end, the respondent concluded the mean and median values for men and women, respectively. 

This interview result showed that the respondent re-examined the written answers. Here is the excerpt 

from the conversation. 

 

Q2: Did you double-check the written answer? 

 

S1: Yes, I corrected and found no mistakes. 

 

FIGURE 2 

S2 ANSWERS RESULTS 

 

 

S2 wrote the information about the male and female students’ numbers from 2017 to 2021 in detail. 

The interview results of S2 show the explanation of the given problem. 

 

Q1: In your opinion, what is the meaning of this question? 

 

S2: The point is to determine the mean and median, then investigate whether the values are the same or 

not between men and women. 

Write down known 
information 

Write formulas and answers in 
detail 

Write down the conclusions 
obtained 
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Based on Figure 2, the applied formula to find the average value is – divided by the amount of data. 

The respondent sorted the data from smallest to largest to determine the media. Then, the respondent circled 

the value of the median, 130. After that, the respondent concluded that the average and median values 

between men and women were not the same. 

In the evaluation process, S2 re-examined the obtained answers and found miscalculations. The results 

of the interview with S2 explained this. 

 

Q1: Did you double-check the answer? 

 

S2: Yes, I corrected and found an error. When looking for the average, the total score of the data has not 

been divided by 10. 

 

Q2: Has the error been fixed? 

 

S2: Yes, I have. 

  

Moderate Ability Student Group 

 

FIGURE 3 

S3 ANSWERS RESULTS 

 

 
 

Figure 3 shows the respondent writing the given information, the women and the men. In this case, the 

respondent labeled the women with P while the men with L. The respondent also wrote the numbers of 

males and females carefully from 2017 to 2021. The following interview results explain the given problem.  

 

Q1: Explain the meaning of the question! 

 

S3: Finding the mean and median 

 

The respondent wrote the answers for men and women separately. Then, the respondent used the 

formula to find the average by summing up all the data. Then, the respondent divided the sum-up total with 

Write down known 
information 

Write answers in 
detail 

Write down the conclusions 
obtained 
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the numbers of the data. In this case, the researchers found something different with the calculation of the 

median value. The respondent sorted the values from the lowest to the highest. Then, the respondent circled 

the smallest value. After that, the student concluded that the averages between male and female data were 

not the same, but the median was the same. The following interview results show how the respondent 

rechecked the answers. 

 

Q1: Did you double-check the answer? 

 

S3: Yes, I double-checked. 

 

FIGURE 4 

S4 ANSWERS RESULTS 

 

 
 

The fourth respondent labeled the men with L and the women with P based on the given information 

about PPDB, from 2017 to 2021. The following interview results illustrate how the respondent provides the 

given information. 

 

Q1: What do you think is being asked in the question? 

 

S4: Finding the mean and median for each boy and girl 

 

The respondent answered the question systematically. Figure 4 shows the respondent starts with 

labeling the women and then labeling the men. However, the respondent did not write the formula but 

directly calculate the average. Then, the respondent sorted the data from the smallest to the largest to find 

the median. The respondent concluded that the averages of men’s and women’s PPDB were different but 

the median values were the same. In the final stage, the respondent rechecked the answers. Here are the 

results of the interview. 

 

Q1: Did you double-check the answer? 

 

S4: Yes, definitely 

 

Q2: Is something wrong or not? 

 

Write down known 
information 

Write answers in 
detail 

Write down the conclusions 
obtained 
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S4: I believe it is correct. 

 

Low Ability Student Group 

 

FIGURE 5 

S5 ANSWERS RESULTS 

 

 
 

Figure 5 shows the respondent wrote the given information, the numbers of male and female PPDB, 

separately, from 2017 to 2021. These interview results show how the respondent explains the given 

problem. 

 

Q1: What does this question mean? 

 

S5: Look for the mean and median, then see if the values are the same or not 

 

The respondent did not write the formula but directly calculate the average. Unfortunately, the 

respondent committed a mistake while calculating the number of female students in 2021. Thus, the 

obtained answers were incorrect. The respondent did not sort the data from the smallest to the largest to 

find the median but the respondent sorted the data based on the years, from 2017 to 201. This procedure 

also led to incorrect answers. Then, the respondent concluded the mean and median of the mean and women 

incorrectly. The respondent’s conclusion showed that the mean or average values of the men and women 

were the same while the median values for both parties were different. In the last stage, the respondent did 

not recheck the answer due to limited time. Here are the results of the interview. 

 

Q1: Did you correct the answer again? 

 

S5: No 

 

Q2: Why is it not correct? 

 

S5: Because the processing time has run out, there is no time to correct it. 

 

 

Write down known information 

Write answers in detail 

Write down the conclusions obtained 
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FIGURE 6 

S6 ANSWERS RESULTS 

 

 
 

The respondent wrote the PPDB data of men from 2017 to 202 clearly and carefully. Here are the 

interview results with the respondent. 

 

Q1: Explain what is being asked in the question. 

 

S6: The problem asked is mean and median. 

 

Figure 6 shows the respondent writing the formula of calculating the mean before promoting the 

calculation by summing up all data and dividing the results with the numbers. The respondent also sorted 

the data from the smallest to the highest so that the respondent could determine the median value. After 

that, the respondent circled the median value. Figure 6 shows that the respondent does not provide any 

conclusion. However, from the interview result, the respondent seemed to be capable of explaining the 

obtained conclusion. Here are the results of the interview. 

 

Q1: Is the average PPDB between men and women the same? 

 

S6: Different, but the median value is the same 

 

In the final stage, the respondent did not recheck the answers. The following are the results of interviews 

that show this. 

 

Q1: Before your answer is submitted, is it corrected again? 

 

S6: No, because the time is up. 

 

Table 3 explains the characteristics of statistical literacy thinking processes in solving PISA model 

questions. 

 

Write down known 
information 

Write formulas and answers in 
detail 
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TABLE 3 

CHARACTERISTICS OF STATISTICAL LITERACY PROCESS IN SOLVING PISA 

MODEL PROBLEMS 

 

Category Stage 

Data Orientation Data Processing Data 

Interpretations 

Evaluation 

Low ➢ Write down 

the known 

information 

in detail. 

➢ Explain the 

problem 

being asked. 

➢ Apply the formula to the 

problem. 

➢ Write in detail the steps to 

solve the problem. 

➢ Write down 

the 

conclusion. 

➢ Explain the 

results of 

the 

analysis. 

 

➢ Didn’t double-

check the 

answer. 

Moderate ➢ Write down 

the known 

information 

in detail. 

➢ Explain the 

problem 

being asked. 

➢ Apply the formula to the 

problem. 

➢ Write in detail the steps to 

solve the problem. 

➢ Write down 

the 

conclusion.  

➢ Explain the 

results of 

the 

analysis. 

 

 

➢ Recheck 

answers. 

➢ Correcting 

errors. 

High ➢ Write down 

the known 

information 

in detail. 

➢ Explain the 

problem 

being asked. 

➢ Write a problem-solving 

strategy. 

➢ Implementing strategies. 

➢ Write down the detailed 

steps for solving the 

problem. 

 

➢ Write down 

the 

conclusion. 

➢ Explain the 

results of 

the 

analysis. 

 

 

➢ Recheck 

answers. 

➢ Correcting 

errors. 

 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

This study provides findings on students’ statistical literacy thinking processes in solving PISA model 

questions based on low, moderate, and high ability categories. The low-category students could understand 

the problem excellently and identify the given information. However, they did not write the applied 

strategy. Hee et al. (2019) found the importance of orientation activities to obtain detailed information in 

finding solutions. Individuals with excellent literacy skills could use information effectively and efficiently 

to find solutions (Serap Kurbanoglu et al., 2006). The low-category students could explain the interpretation 

of the obtained results. Unfortunately, they could not provide an evaluation of the written answers. Aoyama 

and Stephens (2003) also found that eighth graders had no experience in evaluating data. 

The moderate-category students had excellent statistical literacy thinking processes, observable from 

the written answers starting from understanding information and problems, processing data, providing 

interpretations, and re-examining answers. They also carried out the thinking process correctly in each 

statistical literacy stage. The students carried out some activities in the problem orientation stage, including 

writing down general information and problems. In the data processing stage, the students did not write 

strategies but directly applied strategies in solving problems. Mulya et al. (2018) found the students’ 
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difficulties in processing data occurred due to a lack of conceptual knowledge about statistics. One of the 

influential factors was literacy skills as a part of mathematical science (Sproesser et al., 2014). In this 

category, the students could provide a clear conclusion based on the data interpretation stage. The students 

could also re-examine the obtained results. They also double-checked the writing errors and the applied 

concepts. The result showed that the students could evaluate their answers. The results also asserted that 

statistical literacy skills also required the understanding abilities on the problem context, problem 

interpretation, and data evaluation along with computational ability (Jurečková & Lucia Csachová, 2020). 

For high-category students, they could understand the problem well. The findings were observable from 

their actions while writing the given information carefully and explaining the problems fluently. 

Understanding problems and interpreting data are crucial for statistical literacy (Aoyama & Stephens, 

2003). In the data processing stage, the students could solve problems systematically by writing a strategy 

and applying the solution to the problem. In this process, the students completed the stages carefully. 

Dasaprawira et al. (2019) found the importance of a problem-solving formulation strategy in solving PISA 

model problems. 

From the obtained answers, the students could provide several related conclusions. In addition, they 

could explain the interpretation of the results verbally. In the end, the student re-examined the completion 

steps along with the final answer to ensure the answer’s correctness. The high-category students had 

excellent habituation both in tests and daily learning. They had an excellent critical evaluation of the 

research data to develop statistical literacy skills (Budgett & Pfannkuch, 2010). The research results also 

indicated the importance of problems with various daily life contexts to develop statistical literacy skills, 

starting from collecting information and interpreting the data (Go et al., 2017). 

In solving PISA model problems, the students had difficulties in representing problems in mathematics 

and evaluating the solutions to problems (Edo et al., 2013). This is in line with research Nikiforidou et al. 

(2010) that statistical literacy at the college level cannot be separated from data evaluation, data 

interpretation, and data communication. The moderate category students could solve the problems. On the 

other hand, students with low categories could not determine the relevant formula for the problems (Edo et 

al., 2013). Problems developed with the PISA model could improve students’ mathematical literacy skills, 

including, in this case, related statistics topics (Rosana et al., 2020; Sutama et al., 2020). 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The research results conclude that students with low, moderate, and high abilities could understand the 

problem excellently. The evidence was observable from the students’ actions to writing the given 

information and the essence of the problem. The moderate and high-ability students also had excellent 

statistical literacy processes. The evidence was observable from their understanding of the problem (data 

orientation), using statistical formulas to solve problems (data processing), providing conclusions (data 

interpretation), and providing evaluations. High-ability category students could write the statistical literacy 

processes systematically, starting from the information and the given problems, the strategy, implementing 

the strategy, providing the results of the analysis of the answers, and finally re-checking the written answers. 
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